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QUASI-CLIQUE PROTOTYPE-BASED HYBRID CLUSTERING

BACKGROUND

[0001] Cluster analysis or clustering is the task of grouping a set of objects in such a

way that objects in the same group (called a cluster) are more similar (in some sense or

another) to each other than to those in other groups (clusters). It is a key task of exploratory

data mining, and a common technique for statistical data analysis, used in many fields,

including machine learning, pattern recognition, image analysis, information retrieval,

bioinformatics, data compression, and computer graphics.

[0002] Cluster analysis itself is not one specific algorithm, but the general task to be

solved. It can be achieved by various algorithms that differ significantly in their notion of

what constitutes a cluster and how to efficiently find them. Popular notions of clusters

include groups with small distances among the cluster members, dense areas of the data

space, intervals or particular statistical distributions. Clustering can therefore be formulated

as a multi-objective optimization problem. The appropriate clustering algorithm and

parameter settings (including values such as the distance function to use, a density threshold

or the number of expected clusters) depend on the individual data set and intended use of the

results. Cluster analysis as such is not an automatic task, but an iterative process of

knowledge discovery or interactive multi-objective optimization that involves trial and error.

It is often necessary to modify data preprocessing and model parameters until the result

achieves the desired properties.

[0003] Cluster analysis is commonly categorized under the broad field of unsupervised

learning techniques because a "correct" solution is often undefined or unavailable. As a

result, many clustering algorithms have been developed to achieve heuristic goals. In the

popular k-means algorithm, for instance, clusters are assigned such that the sum of

differences (or distances) between each object and its assigned cluster is small. This

algorithm assumes that the number of clusters, k, is known beforehand.

[0004] Another closely related algorithm is the Gaussian mixture model, which is

similar in spirit to the k-means algorithm and is often solved using the Expectation-

Maximization (EM) procedure. In the Gaussian mixture model, the goal is to maximize the

likelihood of the clustering assignments. It assumes a definite probability distribution on the

data objects.

[0005] Moreover, a third family of clustering algorithms is connectivity based

clustering, which are designed to optimize the "distance" between clusters. This latter family



of methods, such as "single-linkage" clustering and "complete linkage" clustering, differ

from each other in how they measure the distance between clusters.

[0006] In some clustering applications, however, two distinctive characteristics are

present. First, there exists a single correct clustering assignment. Second, the homogeneity

and separation assumptions are satisfied, whereby each of a pair of objects in the same

(correct) cluster tends to be similar to each other, whereas objects across different clusters

tend to be dissimilar. Examples of applications that satisfy these characteristics include news

aggregation and social network event detection.

[0007] In a news aggregation application, a large collection of articles are clustered

into news stories, where each article in the same cluster describes the same news story. In this

application, either assigning articles that describe the same story into two different clusters or

assigning articles that describe different stories into the same cluster would be erroneous.

[0008] In a social network event detection application, a collection of short texts, such

as tweets in Twitter or public statuses in Facebook, are clustered into groups according to

their contents in such a way that short texts describing the same event are grouped together in

the same cluster. The size and age of the cluster are, in turn, used to determine the

importance and urgency of the respective event.

[0009] Similarly, in an image search and retrieval application, a large collection of

images can be clustered according to content similarity. This allows search engines to avoid

duplicate results and to improve user experience.

[0010] In a traditional clustering setting, there is no objectively "correct' clustering

algorithm. Hence, most traditional clustering algorithms are designed to optimize some

heuristic scores instead and the most appropriate clustering algorithm for a particular problem

often needs to be chosen experimentally, unless there is a mathematical reason to prefer one

cluster model over another. In the popular k-means algorithm, for example, the sum of

differences (or distances) between objects and their clusters is minimized. In probabilistic

methods, such as the Gaussian mixture models, the probabilistic likelihood is maximized via

the iterative Expectation-Maximization (EM) procedure. In connectivity-based clustering,

which includes algorithms such as the single-linkage method and the complete-linkage

method, the distance between clusters is minimized. Other heuristic scores have been

proposed as well, including the Davies-Bouldin index and the Silhouette coefficient.

[0011] However, in some clustering settings, such as news aggregation, event

detection in social networks, and image clustering, a different set of requirements is imposed.

In these settings, there does exist a well-defined notion of "clustering accuracy". In news



aggregation, for example, a large collection of articles is clustered into news stories, where

each article in the same cluster is supposed to describe the same news story. In this

application, either assigning articles that describe the same story into two different clusters or

assigning articles that describe different stories into the same cluster would be erroneous.

Therefore, the goal here is not to optimize some artificial score. Rather, the primary objective

is to improve the accuracy of the clustering results.

[0012] Therefore, the goal of these applications is to maximize the accuracy of the

clustering method, which is a non-heuristic well-defined performance indicator. Generally,

clustering algorithms that have been designed to optimize some alternative heuristic scores,

such as distance or likelihood, do not perform well for such applications because they are not

designed from the outset to maximize the clustering accuracy.

SUMMARY

[0013] In general, embodiments of the present disclosure describe methods for clustering.

Accordingly, embodiments of the present disclosure describe clustering methods yielding

correctness (there exists a single correct clustering assignment), homogeneity (any two

objects in the same correct cluster tend, on average, to be similar to each other), and

separation (objects in different clusters tend, on average, to be dissimilar to each other).

[0014] Embodiments of the present disclosure provide a highly accurate clustering

assignment even when data is contaminated with noise or outliers. In one embodiment of the

present disclosure, a new cluster is identified by partitioning the similarity graph into

connected components and by identifying the largest clique in each connected component.

Then, the largest cluster is collapsed into a single node and the graph is reconstructed

afterward, with some similarities recomputed. The entire process is repeated until all nodes

are isolated in the graph. The primary feature of this method is that it is clique-driven. It is a

greedy algorithm, which has an important advantage over the popular k-means algorithm in

that it does not require that the number of clusters be specified in advance. It can be used to

cluster any objects, such as images, texts, and sequences, provided that a similarity score can

be defined on those objects. It is also quite different from both "agglomerative clustering"

and "hierarchical clustering". In an agglomerative clustering, every node forms its own

cluster, and clusters are merged to form new clusters in a bottom-up fashion. In hierarchical

clustering, a top-down approach is taken, where all nodes initially belong to the same cluster,

which cluster is divided into smaller clusters afterward.



[0015] One embodiment of the present disclosure, by contrast, uses graph edges as

evidence of reliability. It identifies the largest clique as the most reliable cluster. Then, this

cluster is collapsed into a single object (prototype) and the graph is reconstructed. Iteratively,

the method identifies the largest clique in the new graph to be the new cluster, which can

include the previous cluster as well. Hence, it is a bottom-up approach, which is similar to

agglomerative clustering, but it is clique-centric to provide more reliable results.

[0016] The details of one or more examples are set forth in the description below. Other

features, objects, and advantages will be apparent from the description and from the claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0017] This written disclosure describes illustrative embodiments that are non-limiting

and non-exhaustive. In the drawings, which are not necessarily drawn to scale, like numerals

describe substantially similar components throughout the several views. Like numerals

having different letter suffixes represent different instances of substantially similar

components. The drawings illustrate generally, by way of example, but not by way of

limitation, various embodiments discussed in the present document.

[0018] Reference is made to illustrative embodiments that are depicted in the figures, in

which:

[0019] FIG. 1 illustrates a process flow diagram for a clustering scheme in accordance

with one or more embodiment of the present invention.

[0020] FIGS. 2A-D illustrates a conceptual graph diagram of a clustering process using

the scheme of FIG. 1.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0021] The invention of the present disclosure relates to cluster analysis and clustering

methods. One embodiment of the present disclosure describes a hybrid method between the

general family of "quasi-clique" clustering algorithms, such as the Highly Connected

Subgraph (HCS) algorithm, and "prototype-based" clustering algorithms, of which the k-

means algorithm is most well-known.

[0022] FIG. 1 illustrates a high-level flow diagram of a clustering method in

accordance with the present invention. Initially, object-to-object similarity is encoded in an

undirected, unweighted graph G = (V, E), where V is the set of objects (or nodes) and E is the

set of unweighted edges, as indicated by numeral 100. At step 110, the set of edges, E, is



evaluated and the process is terminated if E = 0. If E ≠ 0, then the most reliable cluster in

graph, G, is identified at step 120. Ideally, the most reliable cluster is the largest clique in the

graph. At step 130, the identified cluster is removed from the graph. This signifies that all

nodes in the group are permanently assigned to the same cluster, although the cluster itself is

subject to change in future iterations. At step 140, a new node is computed and introduced as

a prototype (i.e. representative) to the cluster (denoted n t in FIG. 1) at step 150. This

prototype can, for instance, be the mean of the cluster or its medoid. The edges between the

new prototype node nt and all remaining nodes in the graph are recomputed at step 160. The

process is repeated until all nodes in the graph are completely isolated.

[0023] The method describes a process for partitioning objects into accurate clusters.

It is assumed that the process can measure the similarity score between any two arbitrary

objects. Given two objects ; and rij , 5 (η rij) denotes their similarity score. It is also

assumed that there exists a known threshold κ > 0, such that if for two objects ; and rij , we

have S(ni, rij) » κ , then the two objects are more likely to have come from the same cluster.

Conversely rij) « κ implies that the two objects and rij are unlikely to have come

from the same cluster. It is not assumed that the similarity score is perfect. The process is

thus capable of handling noise and outliers. This threshold κ can be estimated from data. It

is further assumed that for any collection of objects n2, ... , ¾}, there exists a procedure

for finding a prototype to the collection of objects. If the objects are numeric, for instance,

then the prototype can be the mean or median. Otherwise, the prototype can be a medoid. In

a news aggregation example, news articles are represented using the bag-of-words

representation, and the mean (average) of a collection is used as its prototype.

[0024] As described above, the first step of the clustering process is computing the

pairwise similarity between any two objects. Let G = (V, E) be a graph, where V is the set of

all objects of interest. If rij) > κ for n i rij £ V, then an edge is added between nodes

and rij in the graph G. Otherwise, no edge connects the two nodes and rij .

[0025] In order to obtain accurate results, the process proceeds in an iterative greedy

manner. At each round of the process, the most reliable cluster is identified. Ideally, the most

reliable cluster is the largest clique in the graph. However, determining the largest clique is a

computationally difficult problem. The most straightforward approach is to use an

approximation algorithm, such as the algorithms of Brunato et al. (2007) and Feige et al.

(2001). Another approach is to increase the threshold κ until the size of the largest connected



component in the graph is below a specified maximum number. The second approach is used

in the examples herein.

[0026] Once a collection of objects ct = {v , v 2 , ... , vm is identified as the next most

reliable cluster, all of its nodes are removed from the graph G and a new prototype node is

inserted to replace the entire cluster. More precisely, the new graph G' = (V', E )is defined by:

V = V \ ct U {n }

E' = {(u, v £ E :u £ V A v £ V'}

[0027] The rationale behind this approach is twofold. First, by identifying the most

reliable cluster, the clustering accuracy is maximized. Second, by substituting a prototype for

a cluster, the similarity scores between the prototype and the rest of the graph become a more

reliable indicator of similarity since a prototype is, by construction, an aggregation of

multiple nodes in the cluster. In our embodiment for news aggregation, for instance, a single

news story can be conveyed in various ways. However, the differences between news articles

that describe the same news story is generally attributed to superficial factors, such as writing

styles. By forming a prototype, such superficial differences are removed and the resulting

prototype becomes a more representative object to the original news story.

[0028] Once the cluster is removed and a single prototype is inserted in its place, the

process proceeds by examining the similarity between the prototype and all of the remaining

nodes (i.e. objects) in the graph. Let n t denote the new prototype node and let be some

other object in the graph G'. If S(n t , n ≥ κ , an edge is added between n and into E'.

Otherwise, no edge connects the two nodes directly in the graph. Once all of the edges are

determined, the process is repeated in the new graph, where the next most reliable cluster is

identified. Because the next most reliable cluster can contain prototype nodes, clusters that

have been found in previous rounds may be merged together in future rounds.

[0029] A process for breaking ties is also defined. If two clusters are found to be of the

same reliability (e.g. clique size), then the priority of a cluster is determined by the sum of

priorities of its node. For example, a priority of a node may be equal to the size of the cluster

it represents if it is a prototype, or is one otherwise.

[0030] FIG. 2 depicts the clustering process as applied to a small similarity graph. In

Fig. 2a, the original similarity graph is shown. The nodes of the graph are the objects to be

clustered, where the shading of a node represents the cluster it belongs to. Due to

imperfections in the similarity score, imperfections in the threshold κ, or due to noise, the



nodes are not perfectly separated in the graph according to their true clustering assignment.

Hence, a reliable process for identifying the clusters is desired.

[0031] The first step of the process is to identify the most reliable cluster, which in this

example is the largest clique in the graph. This cluster is contained within region 200 in Fig.

2a. Next, all of the four nodes are removed and the entire cluster 200 is replaced with a

single prototype 210, which is marked with a larger size in Fig. 2b. Fig. 2b shows the new

graph after all edges have been recomputed.

[0032] Next, the process identifies the most reliable cluster in the new graph. This

cluster is identified as 220 Fig. 2b. Again, the cluster is removed and is replaced with a

single prototype node 230 as shown in Fig. 2c. Fig. 2c shows the final graph when edges

are recomputed. Here, it is noted that after aggregating the upper cluster with its prototype

230, its original apparent similarity to node 240 is no longer present because aggregation

improves the reliability of similarity functions.

[0033] Next, the process looks for the most reliable cluster in the new graph. A tie

exists between two clusters comprised of two nodes each. The first cluster connects node 240

with the top node 250. The second cluster connects node 250 with the prototype node 210.

Because ties are broken according to the priority of the nodes, the cluster that contains the

prototype node is selected. Once it is replaced with a single prototype 260 and edges are

recomputed, all of the remaining nodes (230, 240, 260) in the graph are isolated as shown in

Fig. 2d. Hence, the algorithm terminates.

[0034] One variant that can be used alleviates the computational burden of finding the

maximum cliques in the graph. Instead of operating on the entire graph, the graph can be

partitioned, first, into connected components. Then, the process is applied to each connected

component separately. Once the process terminates, isolated nodes remain for each connected

components. These nodes are, next, merged into a bigger graph, with edges being

recomputed. The process is applied again to this new entire graph. The purpose of this

approach is to speed up the algorithm and to reduce memory consumption. In one example

embodiment, the process was implemented on a single quad-core workstation, and handled

collections of over 50,000 objects in less than 15 minutes.

[0035] Another closely related variant is local clustering, which is most suitable for

extremely large graphs that cannot be processed by a single workstation. Instead of

partitioning a graph into connected components, the graph can be partitioned into multiple

subgraphs. This can be embodied by, first, sampling at random from nodes according to their

degrees, and, second, by traversing the neighborhood of the sampled nodes in a depth-first



(DFS) manner. The clustering process can, then, be implemented on those separate subgraphs

by separate machines running in parallel, and the resulting prototypes can be merged together

into a bigger graph. The process is repeated in the bigger graph afterward.

[0036] Other variants can be made for the choice of the prototype nodes as well. If

objects are numeric, then the prototype node may correspond to the mean or average of the

objects of the cluster. Otherwise, a medoid can be used instead. Two examples of medoids

1. Maximizing the minimum similarity to other nodes in the cluster:

prototype({n ,n2, ...,nm } = arg max min
l ≤i≤m l ≤j ≤m '

2. Maximizing the average similarity to all other nodes in the cluster:

prototype n , , > mY) = a r g a x
/

η ,η
l ≤i≤m ' ·

1≤ j ≤

[0037] Many algorithms have been proposed for object clustering, including quasi-

qlick clustering methods. The most prominent example is the Highly Connected Subgraph

(HCS) algorithm (Hartuv and Shamir, 2000). In HCS, clustering proceeds in a top-bottom

fashion. At each round, a cluster is identified by the size of its cut from the rest of the graph.

Variants of this algorithm have been proposed, such as by using the normalized cut or

conductance (Schaeffer, 2007). The embodiments of the present invention, by contrast,

operate in a bottom-up fashion, using cliques instead of minimum cuts, and using prototypes

with graph transformations to update the clustering assignment at each round.

[0038] Another class of closely-related clustering algorithms are spectral methods

(Schaeffer,2007). These methods form variants of the Laplacian matrix of the graph and infer

clustering assignments via eigenvalue decomposition. In contrast, embodiments of the

present provide a greedy iterative process that is designed to improve the clustering accuracy

by combining the merits of both quasi-clique methods with prototype-based methods.

[0039] Furthermore, agglomerative algorithms, such as the pairwise nearest neighbor

method (Franti et al., 2003) or the Wards method (Ward Jr, 1963), are similar to the present

method in that they all operate in a bottom-up fashion. In traditional agglomerative methods,

a distortion function, such as the sum of distances, is used to select the two clusters to merge

at each iteration. In contrast, distortion functions are not used in some embodiments of the

present invention. Instead, multiple nodes can be merged together at a single round by

identifying the largest clique in the graph, or some approximation to it. In addition,

agglomerative methods do not form prototypes to improve the clustering accuracy, which is a

key process of embodiments of the present invention.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A method for clustering similar objects together, the method comprising:

evaluating pairwise similarity between a set of objects to define a set of edges

between multiple nodes of a graph;

identifying a reliable cluster of nodes within the graph;

defining a first prototype node and replacing the reliable cluster of nodes with the

prototype node;

evaluating pairwise similarity between the first prototype node and the remaining

nodes of the graph to define a new set of edges between multiple nodes of the graph;

identifying the next reliable cluster of nodes within the graph;

defining a second prototype node and replacing the next reliable cluster of nodes with

second prototype node;

evaluating pairwise similarity between the second node and the remaining nodes of

the graph to define a new set of edges between multiple nodes of the graph; and

repeating said identifying the next reliable cluster of nodes, defining subsequent

prototype nodes, and evaluating pairwise similarity between the nodes until no similarity

exists between the nodes of the graph.

2. The method of clustering similar objects together of claim 1, wherein said identifying a

reliable cluster of nodes includes identifying the most reliable cluster of nodes.

3. The method of clustering similar objects together of claim 2, wherein the most reliable

cluster of nodes is the largest clique of the graph.

4. The method of clustering similar objects together of claim 1, wherein said identifying a

reliable cluster of nodes includes an approximation algorithm.

5. The method of clustering similar objects together of claim 1, wherein said identifying a

reliable cluster of nodes includes increasing a threshold κ until a size of a largest connected

component in the graph is below a specified maximum number.

6. The method of clustering similar objects together of claim 1, wherein said defining a

prototype node includes using a mean or median of the cluster or its medoid.



7. The method of clustering similar objects of claim 1, wherein said identifying the reliable

cluster of nodes within the graph includes partitioning the graph to define isolated nodes for

each partition segment and then merging the nodes.

8. The method of clustering similar objects of claim 1, wherein said identifying the reliable

cluster of nodes includes partitioning the graph into connected subcomponents and applying a

clustering process to each of the connected subcomponents.

9. A method of clustering objects comprising:

establishing pairwise similarity between two objects in a graph, G = (V, E), where V is

the set of objects of interest, with a set of edges, E, defined between nodes ; and nj in

graph G, according to η ·) > κ for ni rij £ V;

identifying a reliable cluster of nodes within the graph;

defining a first prototype node and replacing the reliable cluster with the prototype

node;

updating the graph, G, to G' = (V', E), with

V = V\ ct U {n } and E' = {( , v £ E :u £ V Av £ V'};

evaluating similarities between the first prototype node and the remaining nodes, with

nt denoting the first prototype node and another being another nodes in the graph G' and

if S nt, i ) ≥ K, an edge is added between n and η η ο Ε ' and

repeating the steps of identifying a reliable cluster, defining next prototype nodes,

replacing the next prototype node for the reliable cluster, updating the graph, and evaluating

similarity between prototype nodes and remaining objects of the graph.

10. The method of clustering objects of claim 9, wherein said identifying a reliable cluster in

the graph includes identifying the most reliable cluster of nodes.

11. The method of clustering objects of claim 9, wherein said identifying a reliable cluster of

nodes includes an approximation algorithm.



12. The method of clustering objects of claim 9, wherein said identifying a reliable cluster of

nodes includes increasing a threshold κ until a size of a largest connected component in the

graph is below a specified maximum number.

13. The method of clustering objects of claim 9, wherein said defining a prototype node

includes using a mean or median of the cluster or its medoid.

14. The method of clustering objects of claim 9, wherein said identifying the reliable cluster

of nodes within the graph includes partitioning the graph to define isolated nodes for each

partition segment and then merging the nodes.
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